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SUMMER SEMINARS TANGO, VALS & MILONGA (2ND SATURDAY VALS)
Jorge Talquenca bdetango@gmail.com
Malzgasse 12 (Office entrance on the left side)
Summer Seminars Tango, Vals & Milonga
Summer is here! Your mind and body get relaxed, its the perfect time to develop your posture and embrace. To unchain your best
Tango possible.
"To be the best version of yourself"
TANGO "From Milonguero to Salon-style"
(Saturday 13.7 from 17:00 to 20:00)
In this seminar we will work on different embrace technique for different dance situations, including sequences and and
embellishments both for the leader and follower.
VALS "Let&acute;s fly together"
(Saturday 20.7 from 17:00 to 20:00)
This seminar is dedicated to learn how to make use of the powerful dynamics that Argentinian Vals music give us. By training
variations in dynamic, the correct usage of space in broad and narrow situations and cadenas-sequences we will make sure that you
shine on the dance-floor.
MILONGA "La vida es una milonga..."
(Saturday 27.7 from 17:00 to 20:00)
Come to this seminar and transform your pressure into the joy of dancing Milonga, the most fun rhythm to dance in to tango music!
This seminar will take place with live music!
Together with our invited musician (Oscar Moreira) we will work on understanding the essence, the musicality and the rhythmical
cadence of milonga.
In this class we will practice simple and complex sequences, experiment with rhythmical games and learn some of the most
characteristic steps, just like they are danced in Buenos Aires.
---------------------------------------------------------------Fee Options:
1X Seminar 40€
3X Seminar (recomended) 100€
To sign-up send an email to: bdetango@gmail.com
3X Seminar (recommended) 100€
The inscriptions to this seminars is only in COUPLES possible in order to guarantee a thorough experience. If you sign-up ALONE
we will do our best to find you a partner but cannot guarantee it, thanks for understanding!
Jorge talquenca & Team

